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Fifth grade students have been busy learning and creating in the art room this 
year.  Your child has been reviewing and learning new art vocabulary, and 
many new techniques with a variety of art supplies.  We’ve also been learning 
how to manage tools and materials responsibly to maintain an organized work 

space. Here is a list of the projects and concepts we’ve covered so far: 

● Summer Adventure Illustration:  Students combined fact and fiction to create an illustration 
inspired by their summer activities.  We reviewed how to draw “thick-figures”, instead of stick 
figures.  Students were asked to create a detailed background environment to set the scene for 
their illustration. 

o I can draw “thick” figures. 
o I can illustrate my own ideas. 
o I can include creative details from my own imagination in a work of art. 

● Sketchbook Cover:  Each fifth grade artist received a basic sketchbook to use in art class. 
Students created their own cover design. We use the sketchbooks for drawing prompts and 
exercises to prepare for most projects. 

● Animal Grid Painting: Students learned how to copy a photograph using the grid drawing 
method. They honed observational skills to mix paints and color match their photograph.  

o I can use a grid to draw from a photo reference.  
o I can mix paint to color match a photo reference.  
o I can use brush techniques to create visual texture in a painting. 

● Native American Inspired Satchel: Artists learned how Native Americans used animals as 
symbolism in their artwork.  Each student chose a native animal to symbolize their personality 
traits.  We used picture symbols called pictographs to enhance our designs.  Students used 
basic sewing skills to stitch their satchel. 

o I can use symbolism to express ideas. 
o I can draw Native American picture symbols. 
o I can sew with the whip stitch. 

● Snowglobe:  Students modified a guided drawing to create a winter snow globe.  This simple 
project reviewed basic drawing and watercolor painting skills. 

o I can draw with basic lines and shapes. 
o I can use my own ideas to enhance a work of art. 
o I can paint responsibly with watercolors. 

 


